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The Global Village Party
A Legendary Legend

If you ask someone to describe the Global Village
Party in only three words, one probably would say:
colourful, exuberant and cosmopolitan. Even though
these words cannot nearly capture the vibrant atmosphere, exotic food and hilarious dances, it can surely
be said that everyone who experienced this evening
once in their life would advocate this impression.
Not only does it proceed since the beginning of MUIMUN – and therefore can even be called a tradition – but
it is also the night every delegate, chair and staff member
is looking forward to.
This year, it took place at the Cuba Nova, a wellknown club near the main train station. Since everybody
is asked to wear traditional and festive clothing of their
countries, it almost feels like they are bringing their culture with them to the club.
But there is still more to come: thanks to generous
members, we could try delicious food from many different places. The German „Pumpernickel“ was quickly
eaten up and the Portuguese cinnamon rolls were said to
be delicious, too.
Who would have guessed that after those exhausting
days, people were still able to dance and be in high spirits? Especially, the Pakistani and American delegates,

who took the floor for fascinating dance performance,
will be remembered!
The party managed to take us out of our serious delegation roles and let us form new, hopefully long-lasting
friendships – even between delegates of different opinions during the conference.
With these words: thank you, for every boisterous
dancer, every kind conversation partner and also thank
you to everyone who organized this wonderfully varied
party!
By Linde Buder
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Permanent Five – an Outdated Privilege?
Might Makes Right Series

The Security Council is in dire need of reform.
But it is not going to happen.
For decades now, a reform of the UN Security
Council has been a topic of discussion. The idea is appealing: The composition of the permanent five members – USA, UK, France, China, Russia – represents the
world powers as they emerged out of WWII, not those
of today. At the same time, their veto makes decisions
for the Security Council extremely difficult. How then,
could we reform this system? Two ideas have gained
especially strong traction:
One is the expansion of permanent seats. Four countries, India, Germany, Japan, and Brazil have emerged
as the likeliest contenders. India, the world’s second
largest country and a nuclear power, has strong arguments on its side. But its long ongoing conflict with Pakistan makes raising them to permanent member status
rather unattractive. Germany on the other hand raises
the question, whether our goal should really be giving
another Western European country a permanent seat.
Which leaves Brazil and Japan, two liberal democracies
with large economic potential. Unfortunately, however,
their limited international, maybe even regional, influence compared to some of the current P5 puts the added
value of giving them permanent seats into question.
Which leaves reform of the veto power. Indeed, the
veto can at times render the Security Council almost
inoperable. For instance, Russian involvement in the
Syrian Civil War has made an effective resolution on
the conflict near impossible. Nevertheless, it would
be foolish to think that abolishing or curbing the veto
power would substantially improve Security Council
resolutions. National interests run supreme in the UN

with or without veto. And the veto can function as a
safeguard against these interests just as much as their
tool. I for one am happy for example, that the USA with
its history of defending human rights and democracy,
has the power to veto.
But even if one was completely on board, with a
Security Council reform, it is likely going to be a losing battle. Any substantial reform would require the
acceptance of the current P5 countries. Why though,
should these countries agree to any reform that might in
any way limit their current position of power? It would
be great to see the Security Council become more effective. But unfortunately, a reform remains unlikely.
By Jonas Maeser

“Technology and Politics are Closely Linked”
Interview with Sear Ahmad, ECOSOC delegate and MUIMUN scholar from University of Central Asia, Kyrgyzstan.
Why did you apply for a scholarship at MUIMUN?
At my University we study full time and it is difficult
to get out of the daily routine. Participating in a conference like MUIMUN on a scholarship is a perfect opportunity to meet new people and collect impressions.
You study computer science and communications.
What do you like about MUN’s?
Computer science and politics seem to be opposites but
the first two years of my studies consist of liberal arts.
I got into contact with sociology, human geography
and history, which made me gain interest in world politics. I want to be in a political atmosphere, sharing
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thoughts and having debates in order to see topics from
a deeper perspective.
Do you think technology and international politics
can work together?
I believe that technology and international relations are
closely linked. Both are developing and need to adapt
to each other. Just like politics, technology can bring
benefits as well as hazards at the same time.
Technology is like a knife: if you take it from the right
side, it can help you; if you take it from the wrong side
you will get cut. We should focus on using technology in a good way, empowering people and promoting
development in rural areas. Then, politics will also improve.

which means that we have to work a lot.
We will host our conference on April 1, so we are really looking forward to it right now. My excitement and
motivation has been inspired by MUIMUN.
What have you experienced in Germany so far?
What really impresses me is the diversity of nationalities everywhere in Germany, and that it is so common
for Europeans to learn multiple foreign languages and
study things like Latin American economics.
By Jacob Steinmann

You are organizing a MUN at your own university.
What challenges do you face there?
It is hard to take the first steps towards establishing our
MUN. So far we have only 4 people who organize it,

The Best Places for Cozy Afternoons and Social Evenings
Hidden Places of Münster: fyal & Lieschen Müller

Lieschen Müller Picture: Lara Lawniczak

As a university town, Münster has a variety of
cafés in which students sit down to work on papers
or meet their friends for coffees. It can be difficult
to choose among the many places, especially for visitors. To make the decision easier for you, we will
introduce you to some of our favourites.
Café fyal is located in the centrum of Münster close to the shopping mall. Mr. Adler, the owner of café
fyal, has opened the location 10 years ago. “Fyal means
‘fuck you art lovers’ and is a reference to the sculpture
projects of 2007 which attracted many international visitors.
We wanted to be a little provocative,” he explains.
The ironic name shouldn’t make you believe that café
fyal doesn‘t have a heart for art – on the contrary: the
location exhibits works of art by professionals and hob-

by artists. Franziska Jochhei, a student at the university of Münster, describes the place as her favorite café:
“The fyal has colorful decorations, supports young artists and plays great music. I also love their coffee!”
Café fyal is not only visited by young people but unites
many different people on it’s tables. “From students to
bankers, everyone is comfortable here”, says Mr. Adler.
If you’re looking for a place to hang out until late,
the Lieschen Müller might be what you’re looking
for. In the afternoon they serve coffee and cake and in
the evening there’s burgers and salads as well. You’ll
remember the Lieschen Müller for it’s book exchange
station by the entrance, the book shelfs located over the
bar and the ping-pong table in the back.
Ranja works in the Lieschen Müller since September and loves the place for its interior decorations.
According to her, the free board games are another particularity of the café: “Customers can borrow them and
play a round. That’s popular among our guests!”
By Lara Lawniczak
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COMMITTEE

Security Council: Don’t Mess With the Rocket Man

Today, the Security Council had an important visitor. A representative from North Korea made the
effort to give a statement about their Nuclear Weapons programme and was also open to questions
afterward.
The representative made very clear that they will not
cut back on their weapons: “The military is very dear
to our heart”. If the UN places any further sanctions on
them they will not speak with anybody anymore, stressing especially that the sanctions hurt their people who
are otherwise “very happy”.
They look forward to the meeting with US-President

Donald Trump. If a diplomatic dialogue takes place
they may stop their missile tests for the duration. After the visit, the discussion shifted towards the question of how to deal with North Korea. While Russia and
other countries pointed out it might be useful to fulfill
their conditions, others like Kazakhstan were not sure
if North Korea is reliable: “The representative also said
that their people are happy but the North Koreans living
in Kazakhstan are saying something very different.
So we cannot trust on what they say here now”.
Rather skeptical towards a fast solution was also the
US who cited the president saying that “if the deal isn’t
happening something else has to happen”.
This tension was kept up when the representative
showed up again later. She said that a statement by
Donald Trump which included him showing the willingness to “destroy North Korea” and referring to Kim
Jong Un as a “rocket man” was interpreted as a declaration of war on North Korea. Therefore, they feel threatened and they are not willing to cut back their program.
The delegates furthermore discussed their working
paper on how to set up successful diplomatic talks.
By Leonie Habisch

Historical Committee: The Tensions Are Rising

On the 6th of October, the delegate of the USA
joins and thereby establishes a basis for further discussions from a different point of view.
We are starting with allegations made against France
and the UK, stating that they use Egypt for self-interest.
„They just want to force Western bias on Egypt“, claims
Yugoslavia. Australia as well wants France and the UK
to focus more on Egypt and its needs. Discussions become a little more heated, as China exclaims: „Egypt
acts like a small child!“. The USSR, who yesterday
advocated a peaceful outcome for every party, admits

today that not every nation will be satisfied and is even
sympathizing with military intervention. But this supposedly only serves as a defence. France, too, is willing
to use weapons as a means of solving the conflict. Moreover, Egypt morally defends itself, saying that they
need weapons to prevent an invasion – which distinguishes from its former explanation of using the funding
for clean water.
After the first coffee break, the UN secretary general
visits us and urges for a diplomatic resolution by the end
of the day. It is palpable that the conflict is intensifying,
and the delegates are starting to tease each other. Sanctions are suggested to put Egypt under pressure. Notes
are being passed through the room and a first working
paper is formed. As more and more countries merge together, it almost seems like a global conflict between
East and West.
Will the situation sharpen any further?
By Linde Buder
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ICC: A Single Victim’s Fate
A young Anana woman is sitting in the middle of
the room. Her hands are tight, her eyes focused on
the floor. She speaks with a clear voice but it lacks
emotion.
“My father” she says “was in the shop downstairs
to get some paperwork done. My mother and I heard
the screaming and the noises outside and wanted to get
him, so that we could stay safely at our flat. When I
went downstairs, the Cutis soldier saw me.” She stops.
Her cheeks start to burn. She swallows and continues
her story. “They drag me out of my father’s shop, pulled my hair and throw me on the street. Then they started to take my clothes of. I saw other girls and women,
screaming and begging for mercy. Begging the soldiers
to stop. But they did not. I was lucky because I became unconscious soon and only woke up two days later.” The prosecution starts the questioning. No, she
has never been part of Frozen. Yes, she is now HIV
positive, no she will not have children due to this disease. Her parents and people deny her. She is now the
cursed one, the one who was touched sexually without
the permission of the priest. When the touching started, she wanted to be dead. Surviving and living with
the shame is worse than death.The Defence asks her
whether she could distinguish between Anana people
and Cutis people. No, she cannot. Did it seem systematic to her? Well, they grabbed women or children but

they did not steal anything. A crime against humanity or
a war crime is difficult to proof. You need to proof that
the physical element, listed in Article 7 of the Rome
statute, was met. In addition to this the defendant needs
to meet the contextual element, the fact of systematic
or widespread attack directed against civilian population. And third the mental element needs to be fulfilled.
While a crime against humanity is already fulfilled if it
can be proven that the defendant acted with the intent
and knowledge according to Article 30, genocide also
requires the special intent to extinguish a population.
Can this be proven by the Prosecution? And is rape a
tool that qualifies for genocide? We will see.
By Julia Guzik

CEPAL: Of Latin Dance and Working Papers
The CEPAL delegations decided on their agenda and jumped right into the discussion – but not
without a bit of Latin Dance! As a punishment for
arriving late, four delegates were kindly asked to
dance expressively in front of the committee – and
they did.
Then, in their discussion on the topic “Urban and
Rural Differences in Latin America - Providing an
Equitable Educational System” the delegations touched
on a variety of different aspects, among which were
differences in the accessibility of higher education and
new technologies (e.g. Internet, laptops) in urban and
rural areas and investments in public education. Surprisingly, all delegations expressed that they’d generally
support increased financial support for public schools.
In the course of the discussion, with a little back and
forth, three coalitions formed. The first one consists of
the communist countries Cuba, Bolivia, Ecuador and
Venezuela and is led by Cuba. Columbia started working together with Mexico and Spain. And finally, Uruguay and Brazil share the lead of their coalition with
Argentina and Chile.
All three groups already began drafting their working papers in the early afternoon. But for now, it remains unclear how significantly and in which aspects
the three papers are going to differ.

Depending on how extensively the delegates continued their work in the evening – before they had a
chance to continue their Latin Dance practice at the
Global Village Party –, we might even see CEPAL’s
first draft resolutions in the course of the day.
By Rebekka Wilhelm
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COMMITTEE

UN Women: From Gangnam Style to First Resolution Drafts

11 o’clock in the morning at the committee session of UN-Women: Gangnam style is playing while the delegate of Estonia dances in the front and
everyone else cheers for him. What is going on here?
There is an easy explanation for the unusual scene.
Being late for two hours, Estonia had to perform a dance
as a punishment for his absence in the beginning of the
session. Obviously, all delegates enjoyed watching
their committee member dance. However, they didn’t
spend the whole day having fun – deeper discussions of
measures to prevent violence against female refugees
have started and first alliances are forming.
After a short round of general speeches, the com-

mittee approved a motion for unmoderated caucus and
used the time to find cooperation partners. There seems
to be some consensus between Norway, Spain, the UK
and Peru: The four delegations collectively spoke out
in favor of establishing workshop systems to educate
habitants of refugee camps. Disagreement exists on the
question of where refugees should receive education.
While Iran promotes the integration of refugees into
public schools, India believes that refugees should be
educated inside the camps: ”Integrating refugees into
public schools would put their culture at risk and since
it’s the ultimate goal for the refugees to return home,
this wouldn’t be helpful.” Other topics of discussion
were corruption, the state of facilities in refugee camps,
and the question of whether an individual solution for
each country or one global resolution is needed.
At the end of the day, it can be said that the committee has made some great progress. Most delegates
agreed on establishing a refugee council and a first draft
of a paper clarifying the structure of that council is in
production.
By Lara Lawniczak

UNEP: Where to Start to Boost Sustainability?

The second day of UNEP sessions brought intense debates on a broad array of environmental topics.
What is the core of a solution to unsustainable consumption and excessive waste?
The topics waste reduction and treatment, climate
change and renewable energy sources appeared repeatedly. The complexity and interconnectedness of environmental governance became clear during the debates.
The general agreement on the course of the debate did
not cover up the disunity on the details. The combina-

tion of environmentally sustainable action with economic growth, or the amount and use of development assistance figure among controversial points.
The original topic of sustainability, especially regarding waste reduction was in danger of getting out of
sight, even though innovative ideas tried to resolve the
issue by incinerating waste in volcanoes – heavily opposed by volcano countries like Iceland and Indonesia.
Successive unmoderated caucuses united blocks
of diverse size and composition. Three initial groups,
respectively led by Peru, South Africa and Qatar soon
merged to determine the common points. After backdoor consultations during lunch, the three blocks split
again and started writing their working papers. Chair
Elizabeth Njambi praised the fruitful deliberations and
expected promising working papers for the afternoon.
Fellow chair Robin Junghans expected at least one draft
resolution for today’s sessions.
Negotiations are expected to continue in the evening. The number of working papers that will be introduced, depend on the outcome of these informal side
talks. It is unclear yet how different and rigid the positions are. Maybe the adoption of a resolution is just
around the corner.
By Jacob Steinmann
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ECOSOC: Where Does the Money Come From?
The debate in the Economic and Social Council
becomes more heated and polarised as money comes
into play. The delegates have basically divided into
two groups, representing the Global North and the
Global South. Everyone agrees, that Youth Unemployment must be reduced, but the funding, details
like visa herdels and how economically weak countries can be supported still have to be debated on.
It is something often seen in global politics. People
can agree on a lot of things, but as soon as money comes up things get difficult. It was one of the more heated parts of yesterdays debate when the delegation of
Benin raised the question of usefulness of development
aid when the countries giving are getting richer and richer and the countries who rely on it are only getting
poorer, and the delegation of the USA was basically replying: Yeah, we’re wondering too what you do with all
the money. Apart from that, the debate in the ECOSOC
committee became productive, leading to happy chairs.
„They are doing really good for being quite an inexperienced MUN-group“, chair Jaqueline Wendel said.
Chair Maria Shloma added: „They started adhering to
their countries policy, and that’s what makes the debate
polarised.“
Delegates already started writing a working paper,
that might soon turn into a draft resolution. But the

committee is split into countries more from the global
North and countries from the global South, so compromises have to be found with very different interests on
both sides. As one delegate put it: „Developing countries don’t need manpower, we need infrastructure and
maybe resources. They are trying to steal from us all the
resources.“ To make a resolution in the end, this has to
at least be translated into a more diplomatic language.
By Marco Stoever

SPECPOL: “We Take Silence as a Yes!”
As the delegates did not get to set the agenda the
day before, it was decided the next day to tackle
“The Human Rights Situation of the Palestinians in
the Occupied Palestinian Territories and inside Israel”. During the first session that day, it was voted
upon different priorities. An order was established,
making border control and freedom of movement
the upmost priority, and giving the Israeli establishment of settlements the second most urgency.
Iran strongly condemned Israel’s actions, stating that
Israel feels completely superior to Palestine abusing the
entire Palestine community. Even the US urged Israel
to find a solution to enable all its citizens to reach the
capital, because so far all Palestinians are citizens of
Israel. As the US stated “it is not ok for citizens to need
a permit to get into their own capital”. All other countries present agreed. Now the question is how to put the
ideas into action.
The building of settlements led to more disagreement. Israel is not aware of any issues regarding the
establishment of settlements. The Yemeni delegate just
pleaded for every nation to impose sanctions on Israel for building those settlements. Another point raised
was the lack of infrastructure and electricity in the Gaza
strip. The Yemeni and Lebanese delegates agreed that
no electricity drives people into the arms of the Ha-

mas and that constant supply of electricity and water is
necessary and within Israel’s responsibility. Iran, also
agreeing on this, shared its aim to establish a strong Palestine state without any interventions for Israel. “We
take silence as a yes” is what Turkey commented on the
matter as Israel got bashed a lot and still stayed silent.
The US on the other hand clearly stated that a lack of
electricity is the fault of the Fatah, who don’t pay for
more, and not within the Israeli responsibility.
As North Korea just eagerly shared at the end of the
day “We will not solve this with one big swing but need
to take baby steps”.
By Julia Hufnagel
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Find 10 Mistakes in the Picture
#MUIMUN2018
Connect yourself and send us a note
at:
or feed our anonymous Gossip Box in
the hall.

Today´s Schedule
09:00 - 12:00
12.00 - 01.30
01.30 - 05:00
08.00 - 11.30

Committee Session 4
Lunch Break
Workshops
Pub Quiz

The Curious Incidents
of the United Nations

Find the Hidden Words

By Rebekka Wilhelm

Hint: All Words are Global Village Party - related
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What is your last resort, when other delegates directly attack you and do not
listen to the points you are making?
Raising your voice, screaming, maybe
throw in some swear words? In 1990,
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev took
the cry for attention to the next level.
When attacked by a delegate from the
Philippines he first banged his fists on
the table, than took off his right shoe,
waved it and than „banged it on the table, louder and louder, until everyone
in the hall was watching and buzzing“,
as his biographer later described it.
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